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bstract

This work explores how the degradation of the gas diffusion layer (GDL) under compression contributes to the formation of preferential pathways
or water transport. Fluorescence microscopy is used to provide ex situ visualization of liquid water transport through the GDL placed beneath an
ptically transparent clamping plate. Transient image data obtained with a CCD camera indicates that areas of compression in the GDL coincide with
referential pathways for water transport and break-through. Preferential flow of water through the smaller pores resulting from GDL compression

s contrary to the expected behaviour in a hydrophobic medium, and this suggests a loss of hydrophobicity. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
s used to investigate the effect of compression on the morphology of the GDL. These SEM images show that compressing the GDL causes the
reakup of fibers and, indeed, deterioration of the hydrophobic coating.

2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Accumulation and transport of liquid water is a major factor
n the operation and performance of the polymer electrolyte

embrane fuel cell (PEMFC) [1]. Water is typically introduced
hrough both anode and cathode gases to humidify the membrane
nd ensure good ionic conductivity. Water is also produced
uring the electrochemical reactions at the cathode catalyst layer.
he gas diffusion layer (GDL), which supports the catalyst

ayer in the membrane electrode assembly of the fuel cell,
s used to provide pathways for gaseous fuels to diffuse to
he catalyst site and to conduct electricity from the catalyst
ite to the current collecting bipolar plates. Without proper
ater management, liquid water may accumulate in the GDL

nd distribution channels through condensation and reaction,
ausing the reactant gases traveling from the distribution

hannels to become restricted from reaching the catalyst
ites [2]. Since water management directly affects the ionic
onductivity of the PEM, the degree of catalyst flooding, and the
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Visualization

ow in the distribution channels, improved water management
ill result in an increase in the power density of the PEMFC.
Fuel cells are assembled under compressive loads to pre-

ent gas leakages, however high compressions lead to poor
erformance. The GDL experiences non-uniform compression
ecause of its contact with the bipolar plate with gas flow
hannels. The microstructure of the GDL and consequently the
ynamics of liquid water transport within may be affected by
he compression. Little has been done to date to investigate such
ffects.

Within the last few years, there has been a major thrust
o use empirical methods to analyze the water distribution in
EMFCs [3,4]. Mench et al. [3] used gas chromatography to
btain in situ measurements of the water vapor distribution
n PEMFC gas channels. While insightful, their work does
ot provide information on the transport mechanisms of liquid
ater through the GDL. In the recent past, there have been
number of experiments in which liquid water formation

nd droplet movement in the channel have been visualized

ith the use of optically accessible flow fields and digital
hotography [1,5–8]. These methods [1,5] provide useful
nformation on how flow field flooding corresponds to current
ensity degradation, however, they do not afford the spatial

mailto:ndjilali@uvic.ca
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esolution required to analyze the transport of liquid water
ithin the GDL, which eventually leads to channel flooding.
ang et al. [7] visualized water droplet emergence from the
DL surface and droplet growth in the gas channel, and
u and Wang [6] observed water droplet formation on the
athode side of a direct methanol fuel cell. Recently, more
dvanced imaging techniques have been employed to obtain
etailed information regarding liquid water formation and
ransport in the fuel cell, including scanning electron microscopy
9,10], nuclear magnetic resonance microscopy [11,12], neutron
maging [13–17], microtomography [18], and fluorescence
icroscopy [19].
Nam and Kaviany [9] employed an environmental scanning

lectron microscope (ESEM) to visualize condensed water
roplets on GDL fibers in the absence of bulk liquid water
ransport. They proposed that micro-droplets agglomerate to
orm macro-droplets, followed by water flowing preferentially
owards larger pores. The authors hypothesized that water is
istributed in a branching geometry where large streams act as
he backbone for macro-transport, and smaller streams transport
ater from micro-droplets to macro-droplets. Pasaogullari and
ang [20] also hypothesized the formation of a tree-like liquid
ater percolation in the GDL after condensation begins.
Feindel et al. [11] used nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)

icroscopy to investigate the production and distribution of
ater in an operating PEMFC. Tsushima et al. [12] also recently
sed NMR to measure the water content distribution in the
embrane of an operating PEMFC. Although these authors

11,12] were able to visualize flooding in the flow fields, the
esolution of their images was not adequate to visualize the water
ontent in the GDL.

Neutron imaging is another attractive method for visualizing
ater content because of the neutron’s sensitivity to hydrogen

toms in water [13]. Satija et al. [13] reported the use of neutron
maging to perform in situ analysis of water in an operating
EMFC. Kramer et al. used neutron imaging to detect liquid
ccumulation in the flow field and GDL of a PEMFC [14,17]
nd in a DMFC [15]. Pekula et al. [16] recently reported
he use of neutron imaging for the visualization of two-phase
ow in an operating PEMFC. They found that at high power
onditions, liquid water tended to accumulate along or under
he channel walls. Radiographs showed that liquid water tended
o accumulate particularly in the turns of the gas flow channels.
he authors attribute this to the change in momentum of the
as flow, which results in localized pressure variations. Water
ccumulation in the corners may also be attributed to lower gas
ow velocities. These authors [13–17] successfully used neutron

maging as a water-imaging tool for the PEMFC. They were
ble to provide qualitative visual evaluations of how water is
ransported through the flow channels, but their spatial resolution
sub-millimeter range) was inadequate to study the behaviour of
iquid in the GDL prior to entering the flow channels.

Our group [19] directly visualized through-plane liquid water

ransport in the GDL using a fluorescent tracer. A dye solution
as injected through the gas diffusion layer of a PEMFC,

nd fluorescence microscopy was employed to visualize the
ransport of liquid water through this fibrous structure. The
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echnique allowed tracking of the time-evolving gas/liquid
nterfaces, and provided unique insight into the dynamics of
iquid water flow through distinct pathways. Water transport was
ound to be dominated by fingering and channeling, rather than
ia a converging capillary tree suggested by prior work [9,20].

A few studies have recently examined the effects of the stack
ssembly pressure and the compression of the GDL on PEMFC
erformance [21–24]. Quantified compression pressures for
he GDL in the literature are few and varied [22] due to the
roprietary nature of fuel cell design as well as the difficulty in
aking measurements. There is further ambiguity in quantifying
he pressure applied to the GDL because the surface area in
ontact with the bipolar plates varies depending on the channel
o land ratio.

Lee et al. [21] evaluated the performance of a PEMFC
ith polarization curves resulting from varying compression
ressures and found that performance decreased with increasing
anifolding bolt torque. A torque of 100 in. lb bolt−1, corre-

ponding to 1.61 MPa inside the fuel cell, resulted in the best
erformance with a Toray GDL. They suspected that higher
orques damaged the GDL and decreased the electrical con-
uctivity between the MEA and the current collecting plates,
ut no direct experimental evidence was provided. Recently,
scribano et al. [22] demonstrated that stress applied on an
LAT DS GDL resulted in decreased thickness and electrical
onductivity. They performed two successive compressions,
here the first compression (0.5 MPa) represented the pressure

ommonly used to make the MEAs, and the second (1.5 MPa)
epresented the compression caused by the current collecting
lates. Lee et al. [24] performed numerical and experimental
easurements of the pressure distributions inside the fuel cell
ith prescribed assembly stack pressures. They measured the
ressure distribution between the current collecting plates and
he MEA using a pressure film with assembly stack pressures of
47 through 294 MPa. An assembly stack pressure of 245 MPa
as required to ensure the MEA was in full contact with the
DL and the flow field plate. This assembly stack pressure

esulted in a compression of the MEA that varied between 15.2
nd 46.2 MPa. Ge et al. [23] studied how GDL compression
ffected PEMFC performance. They achieved the best fuel cell
erformance with carbon fiber paper with the smallest compres-
ion ratio of 14%, which was achieved with approximately the
eight of the collector plate and the end plate on top of the GDL.
rom these results, they concluded that an optimal compression
ould not be determined because a compression that is at or
elow this optimal value would be inadequate to seal the fuel
ell. Ge et al. suggest that most fuel cells probably suffer from
ver-compression. These authors [21–24] focused on the effect
f fuel cell performance due to varying compression pressures as
ell as the verification of how pressure inside the fuel cell varies

patially, however, these studies do not specifically address how
iquid water transport is influenced by this pressure.

The purpose of this work is to investigate the effect of

ompression on liquid water transport and on the microstructure
f PEMFC GDLs. The effect of GDL compression on liquid
ater transport is potentially very important because of the

ntricate relationship between pore radii and surface tension
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n the transport properties of the GDL [25]. Although the
uel cell must be compressed to prevent fuel leakages, over-
ompressing the fuel cell results in increased fuel mass transfer
esistance [22,23]. The influence of compression on water
reakthrough locations in the GDL is investigated here by
lacing the GDL in an optically transparent clamping apparatus
nd using fluorescence microscopy. Transient image intensity
ata is correlated to the liquid surface height and used to
esolve the dynamic transport of liquid water. Scanning electron
icroscopy is also employed to study the effects of compression

n the morphology of the GDL. This work brings new insight
n the influence of distribution channels on the development of
DL flooding, and documents the structural changes in the GDL
ue to compression.

. Experimental

Fluorescence microscopy was utilized to visualize liquid
ater transport through the cross plane of a GDL. Fluorescence
ased visualization takes advantage of the following three-
tep process in which molecules that exhibit fluorescence
xperience the absorbance, dissipation and emission of energy
26]. The fluorescent dye employed in this work, Fluorescein
MW 332.31), has a maximum absorbance of 490 nm (blue light)
nd a maximum emission wavelength of 513 nm (green light). A
ilute solution (1 mM) of fluorescein was used to tag the liquid
hase, as it traverses through the plane of the GDL. This dilute
uorescein dye solution (83 ppm) has negligible effects on the
roperties of water [27]. All wavelengths below the expected
mission spectrum were filtered, and the intensity of the light
etected was correlated to the height of the liquid.

.1. Gas diffusion layer
For all of the studies reported in this paper, a Toray TGP-H-
60 non-woven fibrous GDL material was used. The GDL must
rovide a path for product water to be removed from the catalyst

(
r
o
t

Fig. 1. Schematic of fluorescence microsc
Sources 163 (2007) 784–792

ayer. In order to facilitate water transport and alleviate potential
ooding, the GDL is generally made hydrophobic in its bulk
25]. In practice, the GDL is commonly coated with a solution of
olytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) to increase its hydrophobicity.
n particular, the GDL material studied here had a PTFE content
f 10 wt.%. The Toray TGP-H-060 GDL is also a highly porous
edia with more than 50% of its pore sizes ranging from 30 to

0 �m [28], with a thickness of 190 �m [28], and a mean fiber
iameter of 8 �m [19].

.2. Apparatus

Fig. 1 shows the schematic of the Fluorescence Microscopy
nd GDL clamping apparatus. The GDL was clamped above the
uid reservoir and a compression O-ring, which compressed

he GDL and prevented leakage. A plexiglas top plate with
hole in the center of diameter, d = 2 mm (for liquid to

scape) was clamped above the GDL with eight screws. An
ptical microscope was used to perform the fluorescence
icroscopy, and images were captured with a charge-coupled

evice (CCD) camera (QImaging Retiga 1300i Cooled Mono 12
its). A programmable syringe-pump (Harvard Apparatus PHD
2/2000) was used to deliver the fluorescein dye via Teflon FEP
ubing (Upchurch Scientific, WA) from the syringe pump to the
DL at a rate of 0.02 ml min−1. Normalized by the GDL planar

rea considered, and assuming no net water transport between
node and cathode, this water flow rate would correspond to high
urrent densities [29]. The capillary number is of the order of
0−7, which indicates the dominance of surface tension forces.

.3. Data acquisition

Transient images were captured with an optical microscope

Leica Microsystems DML) with a cooled CCD camera. The
esults in this paper were obtained with a 1.25× magnification
bjective exhibiting a numerical aperture, NA, of 0.04. The
heoretical depth of field is 321 �m as calculated by the

opy and GDL clamping apparatus.
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Table 1
Liquid breakthrough pressures

Trial # Breakthrough pressure (kPa)

1 4.8
2 5.6
3 5.0
4 5.1
5 5.7
6 5.8
7 5.7
8 5.7
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ollowing expression, where λ is the wavelength of emitted light
513 nm):

field = λ

NA2 (1)

The 1.25× magnification lens was used because it provided
ufficient resolution of the liquid water and provided a viewing
egion that included the compressed regions of the GDL.
arger magnification lenses would have resulted in higher local

esolution, but at the expense of a smaller viewing region. As the
oal here was to ascertain the effect of compression on the GDL,
suitably large area was required to achieve a representative

ample of the material. With pore sizes on the order of 30–40 �m
28], the circle defined by the compression ring’s inner diameter
4 mm) corresponds to approximately 1 × 106 to 1.8 × 106 pores
nd is thus assumed to provide a reasonable representation of
his material.

As proposed by Litster et al. [19], the fluorescence intensity
eld can be correlated to the through-plane height of the liquid
ater. The observable vertical depth presented herein is 100 �m,
hich is less than the theoretical depth of field because of the
pacity of the GDL. The observable depth of field is supported by
bservations of fluorescein within the height of seven 8 �m fiber
iameters and the observation of flooding above the surface of
he GDL into the hole of the top plate. This depth of field results
n the following eight-bit linear intensity correlation, η, where I
s the eight-bit intensity data:

= 100 �m

255
I (2)

Ideally, a high frame rate is required for a thorough analysis of
he fluorescein propagation. But, since higher frame rates arrive
t the cost of reduced pixel resolution, images were captured at a
rame rate of 3.25 frame s−1. This frame rate was achieved with
spatial resolution of 21.4 �m pixel−1. The Hitachi S-3500N

canning electron microscope (SEM) was used to investigate the
orphological changes in the GDL before and after compression

f varying pressures.

.4. Results and discussion

.4.1. Effects of compression on liquid water transport
The GDL clamping apparatus shown in Fig. 1 was used to

lamp the GDL at a prescribed pressure of 1.5 MPa, using eight
crews, each with a torque of 2 in. lb. The compression pressure
as calibrated using a Pressurex pressure indicating film (Sensor
roducts LLC, NJ). The film with a range of 0.48–2.41 MPa
as inserted between the O-ring and the top clamping plate. As
ressure was applied, microcapsules in the film were released
roviding a colour whose intensity directly relates to the amount
f applied pressure. The compression pressure used here is
omparable to the pressures reported by Lee et al. (1.61 MPa)
21] and Escribano et al. (0.5 and 1.5 MPa) [22].
The transport of water through the GDL, both in operating
uel cells and this experiment, is punctuated by liquid water
reakthrough events which are due to liquid water pressure
ccumulation under the GDL. In these experiments, the location

t
w
t
l

9 5.7
0 5.7

f liquid water breakthrough is of interest, rather than the
ehaviour of liquid water transport post breakthrough. Thus, the
ye injection rate is less important than the pressure at which
he dye emerged from the surface of the GDL. As the dye is
njected into the bottom side of the GDL, the pressure of the dye
tream increases until a critical pressure is reached. When the
ye stream reaches this critical pressure, it exerts the necessary
orce to penetrate the GDL. Liquid water breakthrough pressure
as measured with a pressure gauge (McMaster Carr) for each

rial, and is listed below in Table 1. The small variations in
reakthrough pressures are attributed to the non-uniform fiber
rientation (and thus pore size distribution) and non-uniform
TFE coating for each particular sample used.

Fig. 2 shows one set of time-sequenced images of the
uorescein solution traveling through the GDL at (a) 4.9 s, (b)
.2 s, and (c) 6.5 s. The images on the left were captured with
CCD camera projected onto the top surface of the GDL and

nverted for clarity to show the evolution of water transport. The
ashed concentric circles indicate where the compression O-ring
s placed beneath the GDL in the clamping apparatus. To the right
f each image is the three-dimensional rendering resulting from
he correlation between intensity and liquid surface height. This
gure shows that breakthrough occurred under the area of GDL
ompression, and proceeded to flood towards the center of the
iewing area, where there was a hole open to atmosphere in the
op clamping plate. The results shown in Fig. 2 are typical of the
xperimental trials conducted.

Two particular paths shown in Fig. 3 are discussed in more
etail. Path 1 was the first pathway to appear during this
isualization, as shown by the peak in the three-dimensional
endering in Fig. 2(a). It is also important to note that path

formed under the uncompressed area of the GDL, i.e. not
etween the concentric circles outlining the O-ring compression
rea. Path 2 became the dominant pathway, which formed after
ath 1 at 5.2 s. Although path 1 formed before path 2, path 2
ecame the dominant path leading to water breakthrough.

Fig. 4 shows the evolution of water surface height for paths
and 2. Liquid pressure accumulates under the GDL until

he liquid exerts sufficient force on the GDL to traverse in

he through-plane direction. At 0.92 s, path 1 rose to 6.3 �m,
hile path 2 had a surface height of 5.2 �m. For the next 4 s,

he surface heights in paths 1 and 2 remained constant as the
iquid water pressure built beneath the GDL. At 5.2 s the liquid
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ig. 2. Digital images from fluorescence microscopy showing the evolution of
een inverted for clarity, with the areas compressed by the O-ring shown as
hree-dimensional rendering of the signal intensity.
ressure reached the critical pressure for breakthrough, and path
suddenly rose to a height of 55.5 �m. The liquid water pressure
eneath the GDL (5.7 kPa) was sufficient to breakthrough the
ompressed GDL at path 2 (preferential pathway), but was

i
(

c

r transport at (a) t = 4.9 s, (b) t = 5.2 s, and (c) t = 6.5 s. Images to the left have
rea between the concentric dashed circles. To the right of each image is the
nsufficient to breakthrough the GDL that was not compressed
path 1).

Fig. 5 is the collection of inverted fluorescence images
aptured with the camera projected at the surface of the GDL
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ig. 3. Inverted fluorescence image at 5.2 s showing flow paths 1 and 2 shown in
ig. 4. The areas of the GDL that are compressed exist between the concentric
ashed circles.

howing the liquid water breakthrough locations with respect
o the compression O-ring for 10 trials, where trial 8 has
lready been discussed in detail (Figs. 2–4). As shown, all trials
xcept for trials 3 and 5 resulted in liquid water breakthrough
riginating from the compressed area. The red arrows indicate
here breakthrough coincided with the compression region.
he blue arrows indicate where excess fluid excited through

he outlet hole, post-breakthrough. If one assumes liquid
ater transport behaviour is the same in the compressed and
ncompressed GDL, then statistically 44% of the breakthroughs
hould have occurred in the area defined by the compression

-ring, with a test area of 0.22 cm2 and compression area of
.097 cm2, however 80% of the trials resulted in breakthroughs
rom the compressed area. These results indicate that areas
f the GDL that are compressed are preferential pathways

ig. 4. The liquid water surface height determined via correlation with
uorescence intensity of paths 1 and 2, where path 1 appears in the uncompressed
DL and path 2 appears in the compressed GDL.

Fig. 5. Inverted fluorescence images showing the liquid water breakthrough
location with respect to the compression O-ring, where all trials except for trials
3 and 5 resulted in breakthrough originating in the area above the compression
O-ring. Red arrows indicate where breakthrough coincided with the compression
r
h
fi

f
b
m
e
d
t
w

egion. The blue arrows indicate where excess fluid excited through the outlet
ole, post-breakthrough. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this
gure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)

or liquid water transport. These results are counter-intuitive
ecause, in general, the compression of hydropho-bic porous
edia results in smaller mean pore sizes. In the absence of other
ffects, a decrease in hydrophobic pore size results in a marked
ecrease in liquid permeability [25]. Thus, it would be expected
hat liquid water transport through an uncompressed GDL
ould be favored over an otherwise similar locally compressed
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Fig. 6. SEM images of a Toray TGP-H-060 GDL with 10% PTFE treatment
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Fig. 7. SEM image of a Toray TGP-H-060 GDL with 10% PTFE treatment after
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efore compression at (a) 200× magnification with a hand-held 1 cm × 1 cm
ample (inset), (b) 800× magnification, and (c) enlarged image of (b) at 4000×
agnification.

DL, whereas the opposite is observed here. These results
uggest that the compression of the GDL result in additional
ffects that significantly influence liquid water transport in these
aterials. The effect of compression on the GDL morphology

s investigated next.

.4.2. Compression effects on GDL microstructure
Using the Hitachi S-3500N SEM as a conventional high-
acuum SEM, the morphological changes in the microstructure
f the GDL after compression were investigated at varying
ressures. Fig. 6(a) shows an SEM image of a Toray TGP-H-060
DL at 200× magnification prior to compression, with a hand-

d
b
d

t was compressed for 5 min at 0.18 MPa at 1000× magnification with a 10 kV
eam voltage showing the damaged PTFE coating.

eld 1 cm × 1 cm sample (inset). This image illustrates that with-
ut compression the GDL fibers are intact. Fig. 6(b) shows the
ntact PTFE coating on the uncompressed GDL at 800× magni-
cation, which is further enlarged to 4000× magnification in (c).
ig. 6(b) and (c) shows that the PTFE coating tends to accumu-

ate on the webbing of carbonized thermoset resin, which binds
he carbon fibers together. Despite the localized tendency for
TFE to accumulate in the areas where fibers intersect, the PTFE

reatment of the entire GDL surface is generally continuous.
To investigate how compression affects the morphology of the

DL, the SEM was used to visualize GDL samples (0.25 cm2)
hat were compressed at 0.18, 0.36, 0.68, and 1.37 MPa for
min. At 1000× magnification, Fig. 7 shows the breakage in

he PTFE coating. Fig. 7 indicates that the breakage occurs in
he ‘webbing’, but that also PTFE can detach from the fibers, as
hown in with the upper left carbon fiber. This image also shows
ome PTFE coating that has been twisted and pulled midway
hrough the left image.

Fig. 8 shows the SEM images of the GDL at 200× magni-
cation after it was compressed for 5 min at (a) 0.18, (b)
.36, (c) 0.68, and (d) 1.37 MPa. These images show that as
he compression pressure increases, the severity and extent of
he damage also increases. With a compression of 0.18 MPa,
he damage to the GDL was non-uniform. This non-uniformity
s attributed to the surface roughness of the GDL. As the GDL
s compressed, the thickest areas of the GDL will experience
amage first. However, as the compression pressure increased,
he damage became more isotropic throughout the sample. The
amage observed in the sample compressed at 1.37 MPa in
ig. 8(d) is characteristic of the damage to the GDLs used

n the fluorescence microscopy visualizations, since they were
lamped at 1.5 MPa, which is characteristic of reported pressures
ncountered in fuel cell studies [21,22].

The irreversible damage at the surface of the GDL has a

ramatic impact on water transport behaviour, particularly at the
reakthrough location. As the fibers break and PTFE coating
isintegrates, the fiber edges that were not treated with PTFE
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ig. 8. SEM images of the GDL at 200x magnification after it has been compre

ecome exposed, locally producing a greater proportion of
ydrophillic surface area. According to the sessile drop method
28], the contact angle of Toray TGP-H-060 with 9 wt.% is
56◦, which is expected to be approximately the contact angle
or the GDL used in this work (TGPH-060 with 10 wt.%). In
ontrast to the hydrophobic PTFE coated fibers, the contact
ngle of an untreated carbon fiber is likely to be similar to an
ntreated graphite plate that has a contact angle of 70–80◦ [7].
he localized hydrophillic pathways that were produced by fiber
reakage become preferential pathways for water transport in
he bulk hydrophobic GDL. Larger pores may also be created
y fiber breakage, which would provide a decrease in flow
esistance in the hydrophobic regions. Furthermore, multiphase
ow in the GDL becomes more complex due to the mobile
TFE components that have been damaged. These detached
hips of PTFE would presumably be removed from the GDL
ith the bulk water transport. This would, overall, reduce the
ydrophobicity of the GDL compared to the original material.
ekula et al. [16] attributed their observations of the tendency
or water to accumulate along channel walls and under the land
rea to slower gas velocities, however the work presented here
uggests that the areas where the GDL is compressed become
referential pathways for liquid water transport.
. Conclusion

Compressing a PEMFC GDL has a large influence on liquid
ater transport behaviour as well as on the GDL microstructure

N
o
N

or five minutes at (a) 0.18 MPa, (b) 0.36 MPa, (c) 0.68 MPa, and (d) 1.37 MPa.

orphology. Fluorescence microscopy was applied to provide ex
itu visualizations, showing that the compressed GDL provides
referential pathways for water transport and breakthrough.
EM images clearly illustrating the degradation of the GDL
nder varying compression pressures were presented. The
rreversible damage at the surface of the GDL consists of fiber
nd PTFE coating breakage and deformation, which locally
roduce greater proportions of hydrophillic to hydrophobic
urface area. Preferential pathways for water transport are a
esult of these localized hydrophillic pathways in the bulk
ydrophobic GDL. The present work shows that compression
lters liquid water transport and favors flow in the compressed
reas of the GDL (under the land area) due to both morphological
hanges and possible loss of hydrophobicity. With respect to
uel cell operation, this liquid water transport behaviour may
e beneficial as water can be channeled to where transport is
ess critical. Liquid water transport in the fuel cell could be
urther controlled by pre-compressing the material in strategic
ocations to facilitate removal of excess water in the assembled
ell.
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